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Abstract

While the literature has mostly focused on the goal of infor-
mation transfer, many linguistic phenomena only make sense
in the light of further goals pursued by the agent. One such
phenomenon is polite language use. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new model of polite language production. We suggest
that patterns characteristic of polite language, e.g., indirect-
ness, emerge from a tension between two goals: on the one
hand, being sufficiently truthful and informative, and on the
other hand, being kind to the listener. To capture these pres-
sures, we introduce a novel model of probabilistic language
production which combines a strategic choice of content se-
lection with the usual pragmatic choice of content expression.
We fit our model to empirical data from a previous experiment
using a bespoke Bayesian model. We quantitatively compare
our model to a previous model of politeness and discuss some
ways in which our account is simpler, more general and better
accounts for empirical data and theoretical considerations.

Keywords: politeness; pragmatics; probabilistic modeling; ra-
tional speech act; Bayesian data analysis.

Introduction
Politeness, n: The most acceptable hypocrisy.

Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s Dictionary

In social interactions, we stretch the truth for a variety of rea-
sons, e.g., avoiding punishment, keeping peace of mind, or
smoothing out social conflict. In many cases, being liberal
with the truth is a rational choice dictated by strategic consid-
erations. Since language is our main tool for communicating
(or distorting) the truth, these considerations usually revolve
around what to say and how to say it. In this paper, we focus
on a specific instance where truth-stretching, social norms,
and language production interact: linguistic politeness. We
develop an account of when and how a rational speaker with
the goal of being polite will resort to stretching the truth.
We then implement this mechanism in a Rational Speech Act
(RSA) model of pragmatic communication (Frank & Good-
man, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016; Franke & Jäger, 2016),
and show that it can account for experimental data from pre-
vious work in politeness.

The most developed cognitive model of polite language
to date is by Yoon, Tessler, Goodman, and Frank (2020),
who build on much previous work on understanding polite-
ness within the framework of Gricean pragmatics (See e.g.,
Lakoff (1973); Brown and Levinson (1978); Leech (1983) for
some classic references on politeness). They argue that the

roots of linguistic politeness can be traced to goal-directed
pragmatic reasoning (see also work by van Rooij (2003) or
Mühlenbernd, Zywiczynski, and Wacewicz (2019) for like-
minded approaches). Specifically, polite utterances are an
attempt at finding the best compromise between three pos-
sibly competing communicative goals. The first goal in po-
lite language production is to be informative - this Yoon et
al. (2020) dub informational goal, consistently with classic
Gricean pragmatics. A second goal for a polite speaker is
to make the listener feel good; Yoon et al. (2020) call this
goal the prosocial goal. Ideally, informational and prosocial
utilities would always be aligned. However, sometimes they
conflict with each other, because an informative and truthful
speaker would have to say something that makes the listener
feel bad. In such cases, the speaker aims to present them-
selves as someone who cares about both prosocial and infor-
mational utility, but cannot maximize them both at the same
time; Yoon et al. (2020) call this the self-presentational goal.
Yoon et al. (2020) argue that finding a balance between these
three goals is the cause of indirect polite speech.

We briefly illustrate this mechanism with an example. Sup-
pose a friend of yours has made a cake and you tried a slice of
this cake, and now your friend is asking what you thought of
the cake. In an ideal situation you would be able to truthfully
say that you found the cake amazing. However, you in fact
thought that the cake was quite poor. So you are confronted
with a choice: you can either say something that does not re-
flect your experience, e.g., “the cake was good”, or express
your true feelings about the cake but risk hurting your friend,
e.g., “the cake was very bad”. To get out of this conflict, you
choose to say something that signals to your friend that you
want to be both kind and truthful but cannot quite do both at
once: “The cake is not terrible”. This last utterance is truth-
ful, but underinformative.

The self-presentational model of politeness is a model of
how to convey some content. However, this is not the whole
story: politeness involves both choosing the right words to
describe a situation, and deciding what to describe in the first
place. Consider again the cake scenario above. Since your
friend has no way of knowing how much you truly liked the
cake, instead of signaling that you are attempting to be kind,
you can also decide to tell a white lie by exaggerating your
appreciation. How much should you pretend to like the cake?
You have to choose a level of pretense that strikes a balance



Figure 1: Schematic comparison between the speakers in the self-presentational (left half of the plot) and in the truth-stretching
(right half of the plot) models. Both speakers observe a true state and, based on this observation, produce an utterance. However,
the factors involved in the utterance choice is different in the two models.

between kindness and realism: Your friend would likely not
believe too positive an opinion, but if you accurately describe
the cake they will be hurt. So you consider the trade-off be-
tween kindness and accuracy for each possible pretend-state
(hypothetical degree of cake appreciation). Slightly more
technically, the probabilistic model of content choice we in-
troduce below predicts that you will sample a pretend-state
to describe from a probability distribution, where states that
balance social value and realism are more likely.

Once you selected a pretend-state, you can then choose the
kindest utterance conditioned on its pretended truth. For in-
stance, if you pretend that the cake is okay, it is kinder to say
“The cake is not bad” than to say “The cake is okay”. Ar-
guably, this is because the states compatible with the former
have a higher expected social value than for the latter.

More in general, in order to maximise the social value of
their utterances speakers may intentionally assert falsehoods.
Not brutal lies necessarily, maybe just a little false. This
mechanism, which we call truth-stretching, allows for kind-
ness in the face of an undesirable reality. The truth-stretching
model of politeness introduced in this paper therefore fea-
tures a double choice of the speaker: at the level of content,
and at the level of content expression. This is a fairly general,
and arguably independently useful, extension to recent prob-
abilistic models of pragmatic language use which have so far
almost exclusively focused on the latter. Figure 1 shows a
schematic comparison between the two accounts.

Various clarifications are in order. First, there are many
factors that modulate how much truth can be stretched. In the
example above, the listener’s uncertainty about the speaker’s
taste allows for greater truth-stretching: since there is varia-
tion in people’s taste, the listener might happen to be one of
the people who do not mind the ways in which the speaker’s
cake is bad. Power dynamics and social status can also play
a role; a more powerful person for instance might know that
they likely will not be called out for saying something im-
plausible (Gu et al., 2020). Truth-stretching need not even be

misleading. Participants in a conversation are sometimes ex-
pected to cooperate in a lie, as expressed by the Russian term
vranyo: “A Russian friend explained vranyo this way: ‘You
know I’m lying, and I know that you know, and you know
that I know that you know, but I go ahead with a straight face,
and you nod seriously and take notes.”’ (Shipler, 2016). On
the other hand, lying is effort (Verschuere, Köbis, Bereby-
Meyer, Rand, & Shalvi, 2018), and lying more is more effort.
Since the factors that influence the extent to which truth can
be stretched are open-ended, we will not encode them directly
in the model, and leave a formal description of the main mo-
tivations to future work.

Second, the truth-stretching example illustrates that social
value—in this case, how happy your friend would be for each
level of appreciation—plays a double duty in determining po-
lite utterances. First, in content choice: everything else be-
ing equal, you are more likely to pretend to be in a more so-
cially desirable state. Second, in content expression: given a
pretend-state, it is quite likely that you will pick an utterance
that includes at least some desirable states.

Third, the truth-stretching account presents some ad-
vantage over a self-presentational account. First, self-
presentation does not play a role for truth-stretching. This
is important because self-presentational utility requires two
levels of nested recursive mindreading, while truth-stretching
only requires one. Empirical work tells us that polite truth-
stretching arguably appears before deeply nested recursive
mindreading: children as young as 5 tell white lies in order
to be kind (Talwar, Murphy, & Lee, 2007), and often even
approve of lying for social reasons (Walper & Valtin, 1992).
Second, our picture is intuitively more consistent with the rest
of our social behaviour. Suppose that a friend asks you if you
like their present to you, and you do not like the present, so
you make a scene of pretending to wipe sweat off your fore-
head. This behaviour clearly signals that (1) you did not like
the present, (2) you do not want to say that you did not like
the present, and (3) you care about being truthful while also



not insulting your friend’s present. However, this is strange
as polite behaviour; your friend might (rightly) wonder why
you did not simply pretend to like the present.

The self-presentational model of politeness
The self-presentational model of politeness by Yoon et al.
(2020) is specified as a Rational Speech Act (RSA) model.
RSA is a framework where pragmatic language production is
modelled in agents capable of utility maximization and prob-
abilistic inference. A typical RSA model of language produc-
tion starts with a literal listener L0, who computes a distribu-
tion over world states s by conditionalizing on the truth of a
received utterance u (assuming uniform priors over s here):

PL0(s | u) ∝ δs∈JuK (1)

The first-order pragmatic speaker S1 observes the world
state s and calculates the utility of each utterance, which is
higher when the utterance is more informative to the literal
listener, and lower when it requires more effort to produce:

US1(u;s) = logPL0(s | u)−C(u) (2)

S1 then tends to choose utterances with high utility given the
observed world state, as the result of a softmax operation,
modulated by an α parameter:

PS1(u | s) ∝ exp [αUS1(u;s)] (3)

When α = 0, the distribution is uniform. As α → ∞, it be-
comes more peaked on the signals with the highest utility.

Finally, the pragmatic listener does Bayesian update to
calculate the probability of each possible state given the ut-
terance they received and the probability that the pragmatic
speaker would have produced that utterance in each state:

PL1(s | u) ∝ PS1(u | s) (4)

Higher levels of recursive mindreading can be easily ob-
tained by alternating speakers at level t who optimize the
utility of each signal given the observed state considering a
listener at level t − 1, and listeners at level t + 1 who run
Bayesian inference over states given a message with a like-
lihood function encoded by a speaker at level t.

The self-presentational model of politeness extends this
model by assuming a graded semantics, where the compat-
ibility of utterance u with state s, L(u,s) ∈ [0;1], ranges from
0 (completely incompatible) to 1 (completely compatible):

PL0(s | w) ∝ L(u,s) (5)

The first-order pragmatic speaker S1 then calculates the
utility of a signal by striking a balance between three util-
ity components. First, the informativity of an utterance for
the literal listener, in a way similar to the RSA speaker S1
above. Second, the social utility of the utterance, which is
defined as the expected desirability of the true state given the

utterance. Third, the utterance’s production cost. Production
probabilities are defined as above as a function of the utility:

PS1(w | s,φ) ∝exp[αUS1(w;s)] (6)
US1(w;s) =φ lnPL0(s | w)

+(1−φ)EPL0 (s
′|w)[V (s′)]−C(w) (7)

The first-order pragmatic listener L1 uses uniform priors
over φ to obtain the joint distribution of s and φ from Bayes
rule, given utterance u produced by the pragmatic speaker S1:

PL1(s,φ | w) ∝ PS1(w | s,φ) (8)

The second-order pragmatic speaker S2 is similar to the
first order S1, with two crucial differences. First, S2 calcu-
lates the social value and informativeness using the distri-
bution over states given the utterance for L1 rather than L0.
Second, S2 considers the presentational utility, which is com-
puted as the probability, given the utterance, of S2’s real level
of politeness from the perspective of the first-order listener
L1. Formally:

US2(w;s;ω;φ) =ωinf lnPL1(s | w)+ωsocEPL1 (s
′|w)[V (s′)]

+ωpresPL1(φ | w)−C(w) (9)
PS2(w | s,ω,φ) ∝ exp[αUS2(w;s;ω;φ)] (10)

Where PL1(s | w) =
∫ 1

0 PL1(s,φ | w)dφ is the probability of the
rational listener guessing state s given utterance u, across all
values of φ.

Yoon et al. (2020) experimentally tested the predictions
of their model. A first experiment estimated the graded se-
mantics encoded by L by asking participants whether each
combination of state and utterance was compatible. In the
main experiment, 202 participants were presented with a sce-
nario where they had to give feedback concerning some per-
formance or product, e.g., a cake. In each trial, the partic-
ipants were given a true level of appreciation between zero
and three hearts. The feedback could be any one of eight
utterances: “terrible”, “bad”, “good”, “amazing”, and their
negations. Each participant saw four different scenarios (one
for each level of appreciation) for each of three conditions,
for a total of twelve scenarios per participant. The three con-
ditions manipulated different speaker goals: to be informa-
tive (“Give accurate and informative feedback”), to be kind
(“Make the listener feel good”), and to be both informative
and kind.

We implemented the model in PyMC (Salvatier, Wiecki,
& Fonnesbeck, 2016) and fitted it to the data.1 Our results
closely mirror those reported by Yoon et al. (2020). Posterior
predictive distributions are shown in Figure 2 along with the
data. The crucial empirical hypothesis of Yoon et al. (2020)
was that participants in the both condition would naturally
consider the self-presentational goal in their utterance choice.

1All the code for the models described in this paper is available
at https://github.com/thelogicalgrammar/politeness.



Figure 2: Comparison of the experimental results with the posterior predictive samples of the self-presentational model and
the truth-stretching model, aggregated across participants. Each group of plots shows a state. The left columns of plots show
positive utterances and the right columns negated utterances. For the models, the plot shows the mean production probabilities
of polite speaker S2(w | s) in the posterior predictive samples, for the eight utterances and four states in the experiment. Both
models capture the general patterns in aggregated production probabilities seen in the data.

For zero and one hearts, participants in the both condition
used negative utterances (such as “not terrible”), and when
fitting L , C, α, φ, and ω, the model is able to closely account
for the data. In the interest of space, we point to the original
paper for a fuller discussion of these results.

A computational model of truth-stretching
The main conceptual innovation of the truth-stretching ac-
count is a model of the speaker’s utterance-generation pro-
cess that proceeds incrementally: first, for the true state s a
“pretend state” s′ is sampled with probability P(s′ | s), and
then, with probability, PS1(u | s′), the utterance is selected for
the “pretend state” s.2 The resulting overall probability of ut-
terance u for state s is just the sum of all path-probabilities
via all intermediate “pretend states” s′:

PS1(u | s) = ∑
s′∈S

(
PS1(u | s′) P(s′ | s)

)
(11)

Previous work has used exactly this approach of two-stage
utterance generation in the context of vagueness (Franke &
Correia, 2018; van Tiel, Franke, & Sauerland, 2021, 2022),
where the transition probabilities P(s′ | s) are due to noise
(e.g., imprecise perception). The main innovation of the
truth-stretching model is to consider this a separable strategic
choice of the speaker at the level of content selection similar

2It is also conceivable to formulate a model in which the speaker
chooses both u and s′ simultaneously, so that the choice of “what to
say” is also conditioned by how efficiently a message can be com-
municated. Franke and Bergen (2020) explore such a joint-choice
model for a related but different case, namely where the speaker
jointly chooses an utterance and an “intended meaning” of that ut-
terance. We leave a comparison of such variants for future work.

to classic approaches in natural language generation (Gatt &
Krahmer, 2018).

For a truth-stretching model of polite language use, we as-
sume that strategic content selection, captured by probabil-
ities P(s′ | s), is sensitive to the distance between s′ and s
in semantic space (Carcassi & Szymanik, 2021); states that
are more distant from the observed state are less likely to be
selected. We model distance as the negative quadratic dif-
ference between the true state s and the chosen content s′.
Moreover, the speaker wants to pretend to be in a state with
high social utility, encoded in the value function V . In the
case example above V might for instance encode how much
the speaker liked the cake. The resulting definition is, where
ϕ modulates the trade-off between value and distance, and θ

is a softmax parameter:

P(s′ | s) ∝ exp
[
θ
(
(1−ϕ)V (s′)−ϕ(s′− s)2)] (12)

Utterance choice for a “pretend state,” PS′1
(u | s′), is de-

fined, similar to the above, based on a mixture of three util-
ity components, i.e., politeness, informativity, and simplicity
(where ω is a probability vector and L0 is defined as in Equa-
tion 1):

PS′1
(u | s) ∝exp [αUS1(u;s)] (13)

US1(u;s) =ω1EPL0 (s
′|u)

[
V (s′)

]
+

ω2 logPL0(s | u)−ω3C(u) (14)

Figure 3 shows the production probabilities of the polite
truth-stretching speaker for one of the scenarios from the ex-
periment described above, for a specific setting of the param-
eters. Various patterns can be seen in the Figure. When the



Figure 3: Each of the four subplots shows the produc-
tion probabilities of the polite truth-stretching speaker condi-
tioned on a true like-state (zero to four states) for the positive
(blue) and negated (red) utterances. Production probabilities
are marginalized across pretend-states, as described in Equa-
tion 11. Parameters are set as follows: V = [−10,−5,0,3,5],
α = 2, ϕ = 0.7, θ = 2., ω ∝ [1,1,1], and were chosen by hand
for illustrative purposes.

speaker genuinely likes the cake, they are very likely to say
the cake is “amazing”, and when they consider the cake good
but not excellent, they sometimes say “good” and sometimes
they stretch the truth and say “excellent” to be kind. The
extent to which the speaker is ready to stray from the truth
depends on how much is gained in terms of social value, and
the social returns are likely to diminish for more positive val-
ues: the trade-off may be worth to say “not bad” instead of
“terrible”, but not to say “excellent” instead of “good”.

In both of the positive states in Figure 3, the speaker almost
exclusively uses positive utterances. On the other hand, when
the speaker considers the cake terrible, they almost never say
“terrible”. Rather, they resort to three main strategies: (1)
using an indirect utterance that is compatible with the truth,
such as “not good” and “not amazing”, (2) stretching the truth
and minimize their dislike, by saying it is merely “bad”, (3)
combining the first two strategies and produce “not terrible”.
Overall, the model accounts for the intuitive fact that negative
states lead a polite speaker to produce more negated, indirect
utterances.

Data fitting and model comparison
In order to compare the self-presentational and the truth-
stretching model, we also fitted the latter to the data from
the production experiment in Yoon et al. (2020). We do
not fit a graded semantics for the signals, but rather assume
that the speaker simply draws an intuitive threshold seman-
tics for the four utterances: JterribleK = {0}, JbadK = {0,1},
JgoodK = {2,3}, JamazingK = {3}, and implement negation
as difference from the set of all states. Moreover, we assume
that the speaker imagines an additional, neutral state between
“bad” and “good”, for which the experiment lacks a signal.3

3Without such a neutral state, “not bad” and “good’ become syn-
onymous. It is easy to imagine that participants imagine a neutral
state between “bad” and “good” if they think the receiver of their

Figure 4: Quantitative comparison of the two models accord-
ing to an approximation of their predictive accuracy. The
hierarchical truth-stretching model is better than the pooled
self-presentational model with respect to ELPD (Expected
Log Pointwise Predictive Density, which estimates out-of-
sample predictive accuracy) of the data in the main experi-
ment.

Figure 5: Posterior over the population-level value of µϕ

h for
the three conditions h (see Figure 6 for a fuller description
of the meaning of the parameter). Parameter µϕ

h encodes, for
each of the three conditions h, a population-level baseline for
the tendency to stick close to the observed state. The higher
the value of µϕ

h , the stronger the tendency to select the true
state or pretend-states close to it.

We define the model with the hierarchical structure de-
scribed in Figure 6. We ran one thousand tuning steps and
one thousand samples in four chains. Figure 2 shows the
posterior predictive distribution of the truth-stretching model,
aggregated across participants. The aggregate predictions are
close to the observed data, showing that the model can cap-
ture the patterns discussed above. Moreover, the hierarchi-
cal structure allows our model to capture individual variation
in production behaviour, which turns out to be important for
overall fit. Figure 4 shows a quantitative comparison between
the two models in terms of an approximation to their pre-
dictive accuracy on out-of-sample data from the production

message may not have access to the particular set of states and sig-
nals in the experiment. This is particularly plausible for this ex-
perimental design, since like-states are meant to be the participant’s
subjective evaluations.
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(b) Model description

Figure 6: Description of the truth-stretching model for analyzing the data from Yoon et al. (2020). ui, j,h is the utterance
produced by the participant j in condition h after observing state si. Si, j,h is the probability vector encoding the production
probabilities for participant j, condition h, and state i, as per Equation 11 spelled out here with explicit parameterization. N
is a normal distribution, N + is a half-normal distribution, OrdN is a normal distribution with ordered constraint, Dir is a
Dirichlet distribution, and Cat is a categorical distribution taking as parameter an (unnormalized) vector. Function expit is the
inverse function of logit, where logit(p) = log(p/(1− p)).

experiment (Vehtari, Gelman, & Gabry, 2017).4

The effect of the different goals in the three conditions is
reflected in a natural way in the posterior distributions of the
fitted parameters. Figure 5 shows the posterior distribution
of µϕ

h , the population-level parameter encoding the resistance
against stretching the truth; the kind condition allows for
strong truth-stretching, the informative condition precludes
truth-stretching, and the both condition asks the agent to find
a balance between the two.

Conclusions
Politeness is a multifactorial phenomenon; there is no one
reason for, and no one way of being polite. Previous work
has uncovered self-presentation as one of the mechanisms
that underlie politeness. In this paper, we have argued that
stretching the truth is another and in some ways more fun-
damental mechanism. What is the relation between them?
In essence, self-presentational agents signal to the listener a
struggle between balancing social and informational utility,
while truth-stretching speakers simply pretend, as much as

4The comparison presented above is between a hierarchical ver-
sion of our model and a completely pooled version of the self-
presentational model. Unfortunately, the integration needed to com-
pute PL1(s | w) presents a technical difficulty in implementing a hi-
erarchical version of the latter. While in the current version we ap-
proximate the integral via grid approximation, this strategy is not
scalable to a hierarchical model. We plan to work on this technical
issue in future work.

they feel they can get away with, that the struggle is minimal
or does not exist in the first place. The agent in the self-
presentational model resolves a tension between being truth-
ful and being kind by showing that they are at an impasse; a
truth-stretching agent resolves the tension by telling a white
lie. Future work can integrate both mechanism in a single
underlying model that predicts which of the two strategies a
speaker will use, depending on features of the context of ut-
terance.

More generally, there is added value in the truth-stretching
model in that it is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
RSA model that incorporates a strategic layer of “content
choice” prior to the selection of an utterance to encode a mes-
sage. This is independently useful and opens applications to
other phenomena beyond politeness, such as for strategic uses
of vagueness (de Jaegher & van Rooij, 2011), imprecision
(Krifka, 2007), or pragmatic slack (Lasersohn, 1999).

Moreover, laterally comparing model variants, even if they
target the same phenomena and even data sets, is important
for a maturing field like probabilistic pragmatics (Marcus &
Davis, 2013). In this particular comparison between the truth-
stretching and the self-presentation model, it seems that not
only conceptual arguments speak in favor of the former, but
also appeal to simplicity. Higher-order recursion is not nec-
essary to get similar, if not better results.
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